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Algorithm Interprets Breathing Difficulties to Aid in
Medical Care

(https://www.flickr.com/photos/scottfeldstein/1428620295/in/photolist-3bf43p-UeMvV-8TT25g-b16K4p-jp1YnJ-79dHUN-3c7cn4-4M5zUQ-

4PT3zR-bFNKc-3c8g7Z-sAagv-9fsDUU-5S71kM-7KfwKF-czVGbd-9utBYp-bCaSYy-bUNHVV-du2uVK-9nZ2XZ-kjBZCk-cnXnD7-cofGGu-czTdz3-

cucpXu-9goc8q-cofGyA-kzSSe-c8Z789-6wiHKx-9nfDjz-JkQNX-8je5Jd-9Jc9xb-FgPJZ-qF7JtY-9m3haq-pEfbxP-gQ6LQg-duUDZw-cofGQN-fCiALt-

poqNxc-fCiASp-cofHoS-6ZocWM-cofGZC-4tm4UC-bCaBTq)

Image credit: Scott Feldstein. Image retrieved via Flickr and shared under a Creative Commons license. Click for more information.
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Researchers from North Carolina State University have developed an efficient algorithm that can interpret the wheezing of patients with

breathing difficulties to give medical providers information about what’s happening in the lungs. The research is part of a larger, ongoing project

to develop wearable smart medical sensors for monitoring, collecting and interpreting personal health data.

The work was done by Saba Emrani and Hamid Krim, researchers in the National Science Foundation Nanosystems Engineering Research

Center for Advanced Self-Powered Systems of Integrated Sensors and Technologies, or ASSIST Center, which is based at NC State.

“Researchers at ASSIST have developed wearable sensors that are powered by a patient’s body heat and can monitor the sound of a patient’s

breathing,” says Krim, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at NC State and senior author of a paper on the work. “Now we’ve

developed an algorithm that can assess the onset time, pitch and magnitude (or volume) of wheezing sounds to give healthcare professionals

information about the condition of the lungs. This information, in turn, can be used to help doctors make more informed decisions about

diagnosis and treatment.”

Wheezing sounds vary depending on where the problem is in the lungs and on the severity of the problem, Krim explains. The algorithm

accounts for these differences to tell doctors exactly what is going on. “The algorithm is effective regardless of the physical size of the

patient,” Krim says, “and is able to handle the variability and complexity associated with breathing patterns.”

Because the algorithm was developed to work in concert with wearable technology, the goal is for it to ultimately be used to continuously

assess the sound of a patient’s breathing over time. This would make it possible for doctors to monitor breathing under a patient’s real-world,

day-to-day conditions.

Here’s how the system is eventually supposed to work: sensors that monitor breathing transmit information to a smart device, such as a

smartphone. That data is then run through the algorithm. If the algorithm finds that there is a breathing problem, the smart device could then

notify the patient and his or her medical provider. Moreover, due to the low computational cost of the algorithm, the long-term goal is for it to be

implemented on the sensor device itself. The sensor would then transmit an alert to the smart device only if it detects a problem.

But while researchers have come a long way, they still have challenges to address.

“We have the sensors and we have the algorithm – and we know that they work – but we haven’t yet integrated them into a smart device.

That’s next,” Krim says. “We’re currently weighing whether to modify the sensors so that they can run the algorithm and transmit only if there

is a problem, or to maintain the current approach of having the sensor transmit all of the data so that the smart device runs the algorithm.

ASSIST is also working to develop sensors that can operate wirelessly, so that the sensors don’t need to be physically connected to the smart

device.”

Krim also notes that it’s difficult to assess the cost of the relevant hardware at this point, since it’s still under development.

The paper, “Spectral Estimation in Highly Transient Data (http://research.ece.ncsu.edu/vissta/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/pdf.pdf),” will be

presented at the 2015 European Signal Processing Conference being held in Nice, France, Aug. 31 to Sept. 4. Lead author of the paper is

Emrani, a Ph.D. student at NC State. The work was supported by the National Science Foundation through the ASSIST Engineering Research

Center at NC State, under grant number EEC-1160483.  (http://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.ncsu.edu%2F2015%2F08%2Fkrim-

breathing 2015%2F)
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Note to Editors: The study abstract follows.

“Spectral Estimation in Highly Transient Data”

Authors: Sabra Emrani and Hamid Krim, North Carolina State University

Presented: 2015 European Signal Processing Conference, Nice, France, Aug. 31 to Sept. 4.

Abstract: We propose a new framework for estimating different frequencies in piece-wise periodic signals with time varying amplitude and

phase. Through a 3-dimensional delay embedding of the introduced model, we construct a union of intersecting planes where each plane

corresponds to one frequency. The equations of each of these planes only depend on the associated frequency, and are used to calculate the

tone in each segment. A sparse subspace clustering technique is utilized to find the segmentation of the data, and the points in each cluster are

used to compute the normal vectors. In the presence of white Gaussian noise, principal component analysis is used to robustly perform this

computation. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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15 RESPONSES ON “ALGORITHM INTERPRETS BREATHING DIFFICULTIES TO AID IN MEDICAL CARE”

Pingback: Wearable tech could diagnose lung problems by analyzing wheezes | Wearable-Technology.Co (http://www.wearable-

technology.co/?p=17006)

Pingback: Can Wearable Technology Diagnose Lung Issues? | Wearable-Technology.Co (http://www.wearable-technology.co/?

p=17055)
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Pingback: Diagnosing Breathing Problems Before Disaster – Life-Saving Wearable Tech | Mind The Horizon
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No doctor to date from UCLA, USC, Cedars Sinai is able to figure out why I have difficulties during any activity. Maybe your algorithm

can help me work and live again. My name is Jack Avedisian, residing in downtown Los Angeles, 213-373-4070, javedisian@gmail.com

(mailto:javedisian@gmail.com).
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Hartman’s Legacy of Pride

Damon Hartman’s 56-yard field goal that secured NC State’s win over Carolina in 1990 is the stuff of Wolfpack legend. His daughter, Hayden, a student

member of the football team’s sports medicine staff, gets a sideline view of the rivalry at Saturday’s game at Kenan Stadium.

(https://news.ncsu.edu/2018/11/legacy-of-pride/)

NC State Joins National Effort to Boost College Access

NC State joins an effort spearheaded by the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities to improve college access and student success.

(https://news.ncsu.edu/2018/11/powered-by-publics/)
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